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BECOME A DIVE INSTRUCTOR CMAS" (DIVING, THE DREAM)
"We are all looking for a job that suits us. A job that can
enhance us, make us happy, and if possible of course, ensure
a minimum wage. The profession of diving instructor is a
rather special “job” in the sense that it requires a large
amount of various qualifications, a significant amount of skill
and “health! "..

INSTRUCTOR CMAS 1*

INSTRUCTOR CMAS 2*

INSTRUCTOR CMAS 3*

DIVE INSTRUCTOR CMAS 1*
ATUS/CMAS

DIVE INSTRUCTOR CMAS 2*
ATUS/CMAS

DIVE INSTRUCTOR CMAS 3*
ATUS/CMAS

The Dive instructor cmas 1* takes

The Dive instructor cmas 2* takes

A Dive instructor cmas 3* is

care of the training of divers at level 1

care of the training of divers at all

competent to take on the

as well as special level 1 courses

levels within clubs or diving schools.

responsibility of running dive schools

within clubs or diving schools.

and centers and to train and assess all
CMAS levels.

Always a little more deeper

CMAS DIVE INSTRUCTOR IN
THAILAND AND ASIA

 Instructor cmas 1*

 Instructor cmas 2*

 Instructor cmas 3*

DIVE INSTRUCTOR CMAS
1* ATUS/CMAS

DIVE INSTRUCTOR CMAS
2* ATUS/CMAS

DIVE INSTRUCTOR CMAS
3* ATUS/CMAS

The one-star (I*) dive

The two-star (2*) dive

A CMAS Three Star (3*)

instructor takes care of the

instructor takes care of the

dive instructor is competent

training of divers at level D1

training of divers at all levels

to take on the responsibility

as well as special courses at

within clubs or diving schools.

of running dive schools and

level 1. He can also work as a

The CMAS.CH Two Star

centers and to train and

course assistant in D** and

instructor certification is

assess all CMAS levels of

D*** courses under the

recognized by CMAS as an

divers and instructors

supervision of at least a two-

international certificate

recognized by CMAS. Be at

star instructor.

"CMAS Two Star instructor".

least twenty (20) years old.

DIVE INSTRUCTOR

DIVE INSTRUCTOR

DIVE INSTRUCTOR

CMAS 1*

CMAS 2*

CMAS 3*

Our special offers and diving packages

OUR DIVING SPECIALTIES

 Instructor EFR

 Instructor Nitrox

 Instructor Advance
Nitrox

INSTRUCTOR EFR
The Emergency First

INSTRUCTOR
SPECIALITY NITROX

Response Instructor

The Technical Instructor

Course CPR and first aid

tec diving entry course and

INSTRUCTOR ADVANCE
NITROX
The Technical Instructor

are important skills and often

your opportunity to join the

advanced nitrox course,

required by employers. As an

TecRec professional ranks.

your opportunity to join the

Emergency First Response

Certifications from other

TecRec professional ranks.

Instructor Course CPR and

diver training organizations

Certifications from other

first aid, you can teach these

may apply. Specific course

diver training organizations

skills to anyone interested.

materials as well as

may apply. Specific course

standards for each level of

materials as well as

instructors.

standards for each level of

INSTRUCTOR EFR

instructors.
INSTRUCTOR NITROX
INSTRUCTOR ADVANCE
NITROX

THAILAND DIVING


















Always a little bit more deeper

USEFUL LINKS

CONTACT US

affiliate

Contact us by mail

e-payment

Whatsap

E-Learning

Make an appointment

Blog

Telegram

Legal Notice

Youtube

LINK
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+66 (092) 853 98 65



Email:



infos@thailanddiving.og
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